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Mass-MetaSite is a computational approach that reads the raw data from different acquisition modes and performs a peak

finding and structure assignment based on a comparative fragment analysis . In the case of untargeted acquisition modes,

one of the issues is to distinguish those product ions which are derived from the precursor, from those ions which are co-

eluting. In LC/MS/MS data acquired simultaneously with ion mobility measurements made upstream of the collision cell,

product ions can be associated with their precursor ions on the basis of a shared drift time. Here, we show how the

integration of ion-mobility resolved product ion spectra into qualitative data processing leads to cleaner interpretations

and richer outcomes

Raw data files were read into MassMetasite using data reader DLL's obtained from Waters Corporation (www.waters.com). A

new algorithm was developed in order further use the ion mobility labelled mass spectral data within the MassMetasite

processing workflows. A key component of this workflow is a comparison of the product ions obtained for the parent drug with

product ions determined to derive from the drug metabolite under investigation. Nefazodone was used as a model substance,

and the differentation between the different structures generated by the program for a given metabolite was found to be

significantly improved compared to the a non targeted analysis when the product ions were selected using the ion mobility

approach. A lower number of unmatched ions that do not support the structural elucidation were found and the overall quality

of the scoring function was higher.

Test compounds were incubated at a substrate concentration of 1 μM in the presence of human (HLM) or rat 

(RLM) liver microsomes, with a protein concentration of 0.5 mg/mL. At representative time points (0, 5, 15, 30 

and 45 minutes), aliquots were removed and proteins precipitated by the addition of 2 volume of cold 

acetonitrile. Following centrifugation, the supernatant was removed for analysis. Control incubations in the 

absence of drug were also performed.Data were acquired on a Synapt G2-Si mass spectrometer in HDMSe mode, 

using a collision energy of 5 V in the low energy channel, and a collision energy ramp of 15-40 V in the high 

energy channel. 
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• MassmetaSite effienctly process IMS data from a Synapt_Ge-Si instrument.

• The data, once input into WebMetabase can be use for structure elucidation and in the 

comparison with previous experiments of the same compound, showing cleaner high energy 

trace spectra.

• The information can be used in other Webmetabase functionalities like the Soft Spot 

generation and the metabolic pathway analysis

http://www.waters.com/

